Y4 find out what life was like
for children in World War II

News

cycle

Soon	
  to	
  be...
Upcoming events at
Woodbridge Primary
7th December

The HEADLINE

Tear Fund’s Waiting for Christmas
fundraising project at the Felixstowe
Spa Pavilion

11th December
KS1 dress rehearsal of their Nativity
Play* in the hall at 2pm

12th December
KS1 perform their Nativity Play in the
hall at 2pm
KS2 Christmas Concert at St John’s
Church at 6pm

13th December
The school Christmas dinner!
*For those unable to attend the
performance

During this cycle Y4 had a wonderful
time at the Clifford Road Air Raid
Shelter and Ipswich Museum and
followed it up with a truly wonderful
class assembly complete with period
music. Y2 gave us an equally
dazzling performance with their class
assembly when they told us all about
Diwali, the Festival of Lights. We have
also had an anti-bullying week and
have been talking to the children

Our stars and this cycle!

Star
Pupils

...and Hero Helpers

F1: Imogen for being a kind friend and
Ollie for fabulous questions he would
ask the Gruffalo
F2: Evie for helping others when they
have been poorly and Oliver for
astonishing general knowledge
Y1: Adam and Kiera for showing
kindness and friendship and Rosa for
trying hard in all tasks and practicing
her words so diligently
Y2: Anthony for being a good friend
and Edie for sensitivity and showing
consideration towards others
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about helping people in need of
support, which led to our Hero
Helpers stars of the week. The Student
Council’s definition of bullying is
‘repeated, unpleasant picking on
people’ - well done to the Student
Council. The Student Council are also
to be commended for highlighting the
importance of wearing bicycle
helmets. As we enter the festive
season we are looking forward to
KS1’s nativity play and KS2’s
Christmas Concert at St John’s Church.

Y3: Ruby for being the ‘Hero Helper’
as voted for by the class and Thomas
for working well and supporting the
younger children
Y4: Jonathon for excelling at his class
jobs and George and Charlie for being
supportive of younger children
Y5: Francesca for kindness and
consideration and Jack for putting
maximum effort into all tasks
Y6: Luise for showing a caring attitude
and valuing everyone in her class and
George for leadership, consideration
and reflective problem solving
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Last
weeks answer...

The man was
looking at a
picture
of his son

Logically
Thinking...
In my sock drawer there
are 24 red socks and 24
blue socks, the room is in
darkness and I can’t turn
on the light...
What is the minimum
number of socks I must
take out of the drawer to
make sure I have at least
two socks of the same
colour?

Recommended
Reading...

& another
thing...

Eva
in Y5 recommends...
"The Beasts
of Clawstone
Castle is
about a girl
and her
brother who
get sent to
the Castle.
When money starts running
out they have to turn it into
a haunted house to raise
money to help save the
famous Clawstone cattle.
It is very funny and has a
quite a few sad bits."

Did you know... that the lefthanded Leonardo da Vinci
was more than just the artist
who painted the Mona Lisa?
Leonardo did not see any
difference between art and
science. His 13,000 pages of
notes and drawings include
designs for flying machines,
(400 years before they were
invented), and drawings of the
heart and other bone and
muscle structures that are
some of the first on human
record.

If you would like to recommend a book to your school mates you can e-mail your recommendation to
comms@woodbridgeprimary.suffolk.sch.uk Don’t forget to include your first name and what class you are in
(and remember to ask Mum or Dad before you use the computer!)

Y4 Go Back to WWII

Y2 Tell Us About Diwali...

On 14 November we went to Ipswich
Museum and Clifford Road Air Raid
Shelter to find out more about WWII.
At Clifford Road we investigated the
Air Raid shelter and heard air raid
sirens. The guides told us that
children from the school above would
have done their school work in the
shelter. Afterwards we went to
Ipswich Museum and made an
Anderson Shelter and rag rugs. It was
all really good fun!

Y2’s class assembly on 15 November
was about Diwali, a Hindu festival
that involves lighting small clay lamps
to signify the triumph of good over
evil.

by Charlie, Niamh and Nial

For our assembly on 22 November
we all dressed up as evacuees and
acted out news reports. As the
parents were coming in we played
some tracks of wartime music, we
also played BBC news music before
the reports. After that we read out
some poems and showed our Blitz
paintings. To finish the assembly we
did a whole class dance to the music
‘American Patrol’
by Cailey, Katie and Gracie

bicycle helmets and ways in which the
school could be greener.

A Note from the Office
Safety First: The safety of our children
and parents is paramount to us and we
are concerned at the numbers of parents
walking into school through the car park.
Please do not walk on the road or in the
car park at the front of the school. Keep
to the path and keep safe.
Mid-morning snack: There will be no midmorning munch (snack) on Christmas
dinner day (13th December). The last

...also known as the
‘Festival of Lights’

mid morning munch date this term will

KS2 Christmas Concert

be Wednesday 19th December.

KS2's Christmas celebration at St
John's promises to be a wonderful
evening. To all involved please be at
the church by 5.45 in your party
clothes. As in previous years there
will be a collection for the Charity
Shelter.

In the next News	
  Cycle...
Who’s stealing the
Christmas Play?

The Student Council Report
The Student Council met on 28
November and discussed a number of
issues including how to deal with
bullying, the importance of wearing
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